High efficiency, non-overloading mixed-flow welded housing - Welded aerodynamic straightening vanes - Hinged Discharge Damper - Phenolic epoxy powder with UV protection (Light Gray) - L10/40k Concentric locking regreasable bearings - Bolted access door - Lifting lugs - Fan drain - Weather cover - Reinforced curb cap - Inlet duct collar - Stainless Steel shaft - Stainless Steel extended lube lines - NEMA 3R disconnect mounted and pre-wired - 1.5 Service factor drives - Designed to withstand 125 mph wind****

**STANDARD CONSTRUCTION FEATURES:**

- Bifurcated Belt Drive
- Optional Heavy Duty Lab Exhaust Curb

**OPTIONAL FEATURES SHOWN:**

- Not intended to be supported by traditional sheetmetal roof curb, but by integral members of roof structure.
- Windload rating dependent on adequate attachment to roof structure.